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PIK (1937) AND WHIPPLE (1950) have pre-
dicted that small dust particles should be

able to enter the Earth's atmosphere without

reaching their melting temperature and thus

retain their original shape prior to entry. They

have shown that the critical size is a strong func-

tion of velocity as well as the physical parameters

of the dust particle. A number of investigators

have collected particles at high altitude believed

to be of this type (Hemenway and Soberman,

1962; Wright and Hedge, 1964; Thomscn, 1963).

This brief paper presents possible evidence of the
existence of small bodies collected with our Sesame

collector (Hemenway ct al., 1967; Hemenway

et al., 1971) which apparently were sufficiently

large to experience surface ablation and melting.

Figure 1 shows a scanning electron micro-

graph of a 19 u diameter, irregular particle col-

FIGURE I.--Ablated particle with rcentrant cavities.
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FIGURE 2.--Ablated particle with rounded nodules.

lected August 13, 1970. This particle has reentrant

cavities over much of its surface and appears to
have surface characteristics somewhat similar to

those of much larger meteoritic bodies. This

particle has a number of small melted nodules
over much of its surface.

Figure 2 shows a scanning micrograph of a

14 _ diameter irregular particle collected Novem-

ber 18, 1967, having numerous rounded nodules.

This particle (fig. 2) is similar to that published
in Space Research XI (Hemcnway et al., 1971).

Both of these particles were collected shortly
after thc Leonid meteor shower.

Figure 3 shows a 63 _ diameter irregular
particle collected August 14, 1966, and may

have been stably oriented during entry such
that only one side experienced significant abla-
tion. Parallel flow marks can be seen on this

particle.

FmVRE 3.--Particle showing parallel flow marks.
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Only about 5 percent of our Sesame balloon

particles show evidence of surface ablation and

less than 0.5 percent of the collected particles

are spheres. The absence of ablation signatures

on most of our balloon particles is evidence

that the balloon particles are for the most part

fragile fragmenL_ which have crumbled fr, m_

larger meteoric l)odi(,s and have b('en parti.dly

shielded during rv,'ntry. This conclusion is sup-

ported by the observ(,d enhancement in the

apparent balloon flux 'it limes of meteor show(,r

activity (HcnIenway (% al., 1967).
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